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We are NOT your typical worldly ministryWe don't do 'altar calls'- although we will pray with you...
We don't ask for tithe money- as the WORD of ELOAH is given FREELY...
We don't have a brick-and-mortar congregationRather we provide a LIGHT for ALL of scattered ISRAEL
THIS IS A WATCH-POST
&
WE ARE MERELY WATCHMEN
Keepers of the mo’edim of our CREATORthat are eternally fixed dates from olam time.
For it is the unchangeable set times of
heavenly origin, based on the fixed eternal
cyclic pattern of the sun.
The Priestly Solar Calendar is recorded in Scripture and
the Dead Sea scrollsRepresenting an unadulterated relationship
between the Sabbaths and ordained festivals
in heaven and on earth which are agriculturally based.
It bounds together nature and Holy ritual,
being founded on the qualification
that time and its divisions of divine origin.
That the
SABBATH HAD BEEN IMPRINTED UPON VISIBLE NATURE,
SINCE THE SEVEN DAYS OF CREATION.
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Introduction
In this study it will be revealed through the scriptures, historical writings, Jubilees and Enoch, that the
Creator not only dwells in a Covered-Over and Protected Garden Calendar of Circular Time…The
Garden of Appointed Set Time… But- where it is… And, if we want to be in HIS council- we need to be
there as well.
Some of you may wonder why we feel this is such an urgent message and others may think that we
should be preaching salvation and trying to save souls instead talking about calendars.
Is this a SALVATION issue? ABSOLUTELY!
Why? First, because our Creator tells us that those who observe HIS Sabbath are MARKED as HIS
people.
Eze 20:12 And also, I gave them My Sabbaths to be a sign between Me and them, that they might
know that I am JAHUAH who sets them apart. Eze 20:19 I am JAHUAH your ELOAH. Walk in
My statutes, and keep My judgments, and do them, Eze 20:20 and keep My sabbaths holy; and they
shall be a sign between Me and you, that you may know that I am JAHUAH your ELOAH.
When our Creator tells us something it is important- but when HE repeats HIMSELF – it is VERY
IMPORTANT that we take heed HIS Words. You will either receive the Mark of the Beast- or the Mark
of the Creator it is just that simple.
Dan 12:1 And at that time, Michael shall stand up, the great ruler who stands for the sons of your
people. And there shall be a time of distress, such as has not been from the being of a nation until that
time. And at that time, YOUR PEOPLE shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written
in the Book.
Rev 13:8 And all dwelling on the earth will worship it, those whose names have not been written in
the Book of Life of the Lamb slain (those not marked as ‘Israel’) from the foundation of the world.
Rev 13:16 And it causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark on
their right hand, or in their foreheads,
Rev 13:17 even that not any might buy or sell except those having the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of its name.
Due to what has been happening on the world stage at this time in history- there is a lot of talk about the
Mark of the Beast and yet it seems not many take the Creator at HIS Word when HE tells us that HIS
Mark is the Sabbath Day- that HIS elect is called Israel and that ‘Israel’ are the ones who listen to HIS
voice and follow HIS ordinances.
Exo 19:5 And now if listening you will listen to My voice, and will keep My covenant, (part of the
Covenant is keeping the Appointed Times of our Creator) you shall become a special treasure to Me
above all the nations, for all the earth is Mine. Exo 19:6 And you shall become a kingdom of priests
for Me, a holy nation. These are the words which you shall speak to the sons of Israel.
The Creator isn’t talking to the tribe of Judah alone- HE is talking to HIS elect which HE calls Israel. This
isn’t a static title but rather a destination for all those who desire to return to the Garden and live in HIS
Kingdom.
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But you proclaim that- “My minister says all I have to do is accept Christ and I am good to go.”
The Messiah himself said that He came only for the lost sheep of Israel. Unless you don’t believe the
Messiah’s words to be true- and sadly this is not something Christian ministers teach because it doesn’t
fill the offering plate.
JAHUAH informs us that the ones meeting with HIM at HIS Appointed Times- HIS SABBATHS- are the
ones who bear HIS MARK. HE further tells us that these ones who have HIS MARK have also been
given to HIS SON for safe keeping. These are not my words but that of the our very own CREATOR and
HIS SON.
Mat 15:24 But answering, He said, I was not sent except to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.
John 17:11 And no longer am I in the world, yet these are in the world; and I come to You. Holy
Father, keep them in Your name, those whom You gave to Me, that they may be one as We are.
John 17:12 While I was with them in the world, I kept them in Your name; I guarded those whom
You gave to Me, and not one of them was lost, except the son of perdition, that the Scripture might
be fulfilled.
Do you think we are given to the Messiah for safekeeping if we don’t bear the MARK of His Father?
Another argument I’ve heard of late comes from those following the House of Judah’s crazy
lunar/solar/Saturday calendar where all the Feasts wander and NOTHING IS SET. They claim that
through time Saturday never lost its sequential place and the proof is found in other languages that use a
word in their language similar to the Jewish word for “sabbath” for the seventh day of their calendars.
Don’t lose sight that it was the 7th COUNTED DAY of Creation which was blessed- and not a “named”
day. This is problematic for those observing the Jewish Sabbath. Let’s just look back in history a few
hundred years when the Gregorian calendar replaced the Julian. In 1582 when the Gregorian calendar was
first introduced ten days were removed from the month of October. Not seven or fourteen or any number
that is divisible by seven- but ten days.
At the time of the Messiah the Julian calendar was in
use- thus Israel was using the Julian “Saturday” for
keeping their day of worship (this is verified by
historic writingsi). When it lost ten days- the Julian
7th day ‘Saturday’ now fell on the Gregorian
Wednesday. So, if the Julian “Saturday” was the true
seventh day Sabbath since creation- then why didn’t
the Pharisees move the Shabbat to Wednesday?
After all, wasn’t it the counted seventh day that was
blessed?
Now the Julian “Saturday” has been moved to the Gregorian Wednesday and the 7th day count of the
calendar in use at the time of the Messiah is now out of sync. This is just one example of one calendar
reform. There have been MANY calendar reforms throughout history- Thus, no one can claim that the
modern Saturday is the same as the Holy Seventh Day of Creation.
Also, the claim that the language never changed and Saturday has ALWAYS been called the “Sabbath” in
other languages only takes a quick search of the etymology of the words used like ‘Sabattu’ and ‘Sabato’.
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The Etymology of ‘Sabbath’ By Professor Francois de Blois:
The following is a lecture about the etymology of the ‘Sabbath’ given at the Workshop on ‘The Origins of
the Seven-Day Week’ on 25 June 2015 at University College London.
The Hebrew name for the seventh day of the week, the Jewish day of rest, is, in the pronunciation
implied by the Tiberian pointing, šabbòṯ, in Ashkenazic pronunciation /šabos/, in Sephardic
pronunciation /šabat/; in Old Hebrew it was presumably šabbat. It is used both as a masculine and as a
feminine noun.
The concept of the Sabbath is inevitably tied up with that of the week, in Hebrew šòḇūaʽ, which is
manifestly derived from the number ‘seven’ šέḇaʽ. The words for ‘week’ and for ‘Sabbath’ share the
same first two consonants, but the third consonant is different:
The Babylonians and Assyrians did not have a week in the sense that we are using for this word, namely
a fixed and repeating cycle of seven days, nor did they have anything really comparable with the Jewish
Sabbath. They did however have several schemes for dividing their lunar months into periods of a fixed
number of days, with their limits defined approximately by the cardinal phases on the moon: new moon,
first quarter, full moon and third quarter. One of these schemes involves a set of special names for the
first, seventh and fifteenth day of any month.
The first day is called arhu (older warḫu), which is the ordinary word for ‘moon’…The seventh day is
called sebūtu, which is derived from the word for the number ‘seven’: sebe (feminine) and sebet
(masculine)… sebūtu is formally identical with the feminine of the ordinal number sebū ‘seventh’; thus,
in principle sebūtu [w]ould simply mean ‘seventh’…The fifteenth day is called šabattu or šabattu,
which is also used for ‘full moon’ and ‘period of fifteen days.’…These three terms are mentioned
together in at least two texts. They are not names of three random days, rather they belong together as
designations for three important cultic events in any month.
They mark three of the cardinal points of the lunar month: the sighting of the new moon on the first day
of the [lunar] month, the first quarter on or about the seventh, and the full moon on or about the
fifteenth.
There is a longstanding discussion among both Assyriologists and Biblical scholars about a possible
connection between the Hebrew šabbòṯ and the Babylonian šapattu.
From the point of view of phonological correspondence, the equation of the two words is not
particularly problematic, especially if we take the Babylonian variant šabattu as our point of departure.
šabbòṯ (older *šabbat) and šabattu have not only the same consonants, but even the same vowels; they
differ really only in the distribution of the gemination [consonant lengthening].In late Babylonian the
case endings were still written (often not correctly) but evidently no longer pronounced. Thus, šabattu
would have been pronounced as šabatt…
The ancient Hebrews would have been aware of the Babylonian practice of celebrating a major festival
on the seventh day of the lunar month, sebūtu. They might have adopted this as a name for the seventh
day, then for the seventh after it, and the seventh after it, and so forth until the end of the month.
Thus, there would be four “sebūtus” in every month… The second sebūtu would coincide
approximately with the Babylonian šapattu (šabattu) on the 15th day of the month, the day of the full
moon. Prompted perhaps by the similarity of sebūtu and šabattu, and by an association of both with
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Hebrew šέḇaʽ ‘seven’ and perhaps a further association of both with Hebrew šòḇaṯ ‘to rest’, they might
have come to regard sibūtu and šabattu as synonyms and applied the latter name to all four of the
cardinal points of the month.[The] Hebrew šabbòṯ is a loan word from Babylonian šapattu…
The linguistic link with its seventh-ness is via the Babylonian sibūtu, which was contaminated (as we
say in linguistics) with the unrelated šapattu. The connection with ‘rest’ is secondary, and essentially
theological.”
To recap what prof. De Blois is saying is that the word sent down through time isn’t the Hebrew word
“rest”- but rather it is derived simply from the Babylonian word meaning the cardinal number ‘seven’ or
‘seventh day’ on their lunar calendar- which eventually morphed into the Jewish modern tradition of
Saturday sabbath.
Professor Driver (1899) on the Sabbath’s origins being traced to Babylonia by numerous scholars of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries A.D.:
“It is difficult not to agree with Schrader, Sayce and other Assyriologists in regarding the week of seven
days, ended by a sabbath, as an institution of Babylonian origin. The sabbath, it is true, assumed a new
character among the Hebrews; it was divested of its heathen associations, and made subservient to
ethical and religious ends: but it originated in Babylonia…”
It would appear that the reason why so many cultures use these words as their 7th day- because it simply
means SEVEN- not Sabbath - coming from the Babylonian moon calendar!
One other important implication I would like to bring to light about the RESTORATION of the Creation
Calendar is this message for the End-Time generation from the Prophets Zechariah, Daniel and Enoch:
Enoch 1:2 And Enoch, the blessed and righteous man of JAHUAH took up his parable while his eyes
were open and he saw, and said, “This is a Qodesh [Holy] vision from the heavens which the
malakim [angels] showed me: and I heard from them everything and I understood. I look Not for
This Generation but for the DISTANT ONE [remote place or time; generation] that is coming. I
speak about the elect ones and concerning them.”
Zechariah echoes the words of EnochZech 6:15 And the DISTANT ONES [remote place or time; generation] shall come and buildrestore- set up the house of JAHUAH [Jahuah’s house is the Covered Garden of Set Times]. And you
shall know that the CREATOR of Hosts has sent me to you. And this shall be, if listening, you will
listen to the voice of JAHUAH your CREATOR.
Zechariah is speaking to us from out the past, and his message is an important one- JAHUAH gave this
information to Zechariah for us… He states “YOU WILL KNOW that the CREATOR of Hosts has sent
me.” If HE says we will know then I believe we will know… but how? The only way we can know is by a
sign…
Dan 12:4 But you, O Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, even to the time of the end. Many
shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased. Dan 12:9 And He said, Go, Daniel! For the
words are closed up and sealed until the end-time.
JAHUAH sent HIS prophetic message through time- for us- so that we may one day return to the Garden
where HE is waiting for us. ELOAH left us HIS Treasure Map back to the GARDEN!
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Lev 26:11 And I will set My tabernacle among you. And My soul shall not abhor you. Lev 26:12
And I will walk among you and will be your ELOAH, and you shall be My people.
Enoch goes on to tell us a little more about the End of Days;
Enoch 1:3-9 And I took up with a parable saying, “CREATOR of the universe, the Qodesh Great
One, will come forth from HIS dwelling. And from there HE will march upon Mount Sinai and
appear in HIS camp (makh-an-eh’; travelers or troops; an army, literally soldiers- battle, or CAN
ALSO MEAN- the sacred courts) emerging from heaven with a mighty power. And everyone shall
be afraid, and Watchers/ the Grigori angels shall quiver. And great fear and trembling shall seize
them unto the ends of the earth. Mountains [Kingdoms] and high places [false religion] will fall down
and be frightened. And high hills [people of power] shall be made low; and they shall melt like a
honeycomb before the flame…
In prophetic language powers or kingdoms, as such, are spoken of under the image of mountains—
mountains vary in height or stability according to the character and position of the kingdoms themselves.
“Hills” sometimes mean a lesser government or kingdom than “mountains” — and possibly people of
higher status and power- like a George Soros or a Bill Gates… Thus, Enoch is telling us that man’s
governments, man’s false religions and the people of wealth and influence; the leaders- will fall.
Continuing with Enoch 1:3-9
And earth shall be rent asunder; and all that is upon the earth shall perish. And there shall be a
judgment upon all, including the righteous. And to all the righteous HE will grant shalom. HE will
preserve the elect, and loving-kindness shall be upon them. They shall all belong to JAHUAH and
they shall prosper and be blessed; and the Light of JAHUAH (the Light is the Messiah) shall shine
unto them. Behold, He will arrive with ten million of the Qodesh [Holy] ones in order to execute
judgment upon all. He will destroy the wicked ones and censure all flesh on account of everything
that they have done, that which the sinners and the wicked ones committed against HIM.”
After Enoch gives a stern warning to the people - the very next thing he talks about is the meeting times
of our Creator and how they do not change. Now why would this information come in immediately after
such a warning? Because it is the elect ones who out of respectful fear, seek to meet with our Creator at
HIS proper Set Times. That is the very definition of being His Elect – the ones being obedient to HIS
covenant- seeking HIS face- and where do we go to have a Face to Face with our CREATOR? In the
APPOINTMENTS HE SET for us to meet with HIM!!! It has nothing to do with “Eloah knowing our
hearts”… but rather, seeing our actions!
Enoch 2:1 Examine all the activities which take place in the sky and how they do not alter their
ways, and examine the luminaries of heaven, how each one of them rises and sets; each one is
systematic according to its respective season; and they do not divert from their appointed order.
Enoch 2:2 And look at the earth and turn in your mind concerning the action which is taking place in
her from the beginning to the end: how all the work of JAHUAH as being manifested does not
change.
See where Enoch is telling us that the “CREATOR of the universe, the Qodesh Great One, will come
forth from HIS dwelling. And from there HE will march upon Mount Sinai and appear in HIS camp.”
This is a SIGN of the end of days- Stay with me here for a minute and let me explain.
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The Tabernacle of Appointed times that dwells/shakans in the midst of JAHUAH’S people, became
polluted because of their sins. Because of this rebellion, the Tabernacle of Appointed Times must be
cleansed and atoned for. When Jahshua our High Priest entered the Holy of Holies, there would be no
human being in the Tabernacle of Restoration until atonement was made for it, until it had been cleansed.
Lev 16:16 And he shall atone for the sanctuary because of the pollutions of the sons of Israel, and
because of their transgressions for all their sins. And so he shall do for the tabernacle of the
congregation dwelling in the midst of their pollutions.
Lev 16:17 And not any man shall be in the tabernacle of the congregation as he goes in to atone in
the sanctuary, until he comes out. And he shall atone for himself, and for his house, and for all the
congregation of Israel.
The High Priest must make atonement – reconciliation - pardon for the Sanctuary because of the filthiness
- the pollutions of the children of Israel - because of their rebellion in all their sins. There must be no
human being in the Tabernacle of Appointed Times from the time the High Priest goes in to make
atonement in the Most Holy Place until he comes out, having made atonement/reconciliation for…his
household and all the congregation of Israel.
Are we understanding this? When Jahshua ha’ Mashiach ascended into heaven to make atonement for the
Holy Place, there was no one in the Tabernacle of Appointed Times. It was to remain desolate, until
Jahshua comes out of the Heavenly Sanctuary on His return to Earth.
Now do we understand the implication of this message? He is coming out of the Heavenly Sanctuary in
preparation for returning to Earth. This REVEALING to the end-time generation which Zechariah,
Daniel and Enoch spoke of- the restoring to JAHUAH’S people of the Tabernacle of Appointed Times –
the Creation Calendar – for coming into the presence of His Father JAHUAH- is a SIGN from the
HEAVENS that the Messiah is preparing to return.
Hallelujah! Praise You Father for this latter-day rain.
According to Encyclopedia Judaica (Volume 7 – Page 327) the Path back to Eden is to again be given to
JAHUAH’S people:
“In the future, during the messianic period G-d will reveal to Israel THE PATH TO EDEN…The word
‘leovedah’ (“to dress it”; Genesis 2:15) is taken to refer to spiritual, not physical, toil, and is
interpreted to mean that Adam had to devote himself to the study of the Torah and the fulfillment of the
commandments.”
This Garden of Appointed Times is to be restored in the wilderness:
Isa 51:1 Hear Me, pursuers of righteousness, seekers of JAHUAH: Look to the rock from which you
were cut, and to the hollow of the pit from which you were dug. Isa 51:2 Look to your father
Abraham, and to Sarah who bore you. For he being but one, I called him and blessed him and
increased him. Isa 51:3 For JAHUAH comforts Zion. He comforts all her desolations, and He makes
her wilderness like Eden, and her desert like the Garden of JAHUAH; joy and gladness shall be
found in it, thanksgiving and the voice of singing praise.
There are some key points set forth in this Scripture to understand what is taking place and where it is
taking place:
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-Zion, the kingdom of JAHUAH is now a desolate place. If it is desolate, no one is residing there. It
is described by Daniel as “an abomination of desolation” standing in the Holy Place, which is
Zion.
-Zion is to be restored.
-It is to be restored in the Wilderness (interesting that the woman of Revelation 12 is given the
wings of an eagle to fly to her place in the Wilderness- we’ll talk more about her later).
-It is the Garden of Appointed Times for Meeting and fellowshipping with JAHUAH, as originally
set-up in the Garden of Eden before the fall of Adam.
-Another name for this garden is the Garden of JAHUAH, as He dwells in this Garden of
Appointed Times. JAHUAH appointed the ceiling over Zion as the Garden of JAHUAH. Exactly
what does this mean? The lights of heaven make up the ceiling over Zion; these lights shine forth
on the Garden of Appointed times for meeting with JAHUAH. The protected, secured, place of
Zion is under this heavenly calendar of lights.
Most translations interpret the Hebrew word ‘arabah’ as desert, but to the Hebrew it also means heaven,
the loftiest of the seven celestial heavens as brought forth in Psalms 68:4.
Psalms 68:4 Sing unto Eloah, sing praises to HIS name: extol HIM that rideth upon the heavensH6160
by HIS name JAH, and rejoice before HIM.
H6160 ‛ערבהărâbâh: From H6150: H6150 ‛ârab: A primitive root that gives the idea of covering with a
texture.
Regarding the word arabah, the ArtScroll Tanach Series - Published by Mesorah Publications, Ltd says:
“This is the highest heaven, where G-d sits upon (i.e., rides) His great throne. This heaven controls the
motions and orbits of all the lower spheres.”
The Talmud (Chagiga 12a) describes the loftiest of the seven celestial heavens as Aravos, where ‘G-d
stores righteousness, justice, and charity…
“It was His will that His Presence be obscure on earth, but that it become REVEALED as a result of
the spiritual achievements of virtuous people.”
JAHUAH’S creation calendar sets the appointments for coming into HIS presence. This division of time
is set forth in the lights of heaven. This Garden of ‘Rest’oration – this covered over, protected calendar is
to be given once again to the OVERCOMERS of the Seven Assemblies of Revelation.
Rev 2:7 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that
overcomes will I give to eat of the Tree of Life, which is in the midst of the Paradise of JAHUAH.
Gen 2:8 And JAHUAH Eloah planted an ANCIENT-TIME GARDEN in Eden; and there he put the
man whom he had formed.
Gen 2:9 out of the ground made JAHUAH Elohim to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight,
and good for food; the Tree of Life also in the midst of the garden, and the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil.
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Isa 58:11 And JAHUAH will guide you continually, and satisfy your soul in drought, and make fat
your bones, and you will be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not.
When JAHUAH brought Israel out of Egypt, HE brought them to Mount Sinai and gave them the Garden
of Appointed Times Calendar once again. Yet, again and again Israel refused to keep JAHUAH’S
appointed times, thus eating of their own Tree of Knowledge, as to what is good and what is bad rather
than JAHUAH’S Torah instructions.
Amos reveals that in the wilderness, even after all the miracles Israel witnessed, they still returned to
worshiping false gods.
Amos 5:25 Have you brought near sacrifices and food offerings
to Me forty years in the wilderness, O house of Israel?
Amos 5:26 But you have borne (H5375 nasa – to bear up, suffer,
receive but can also mean MARRY) the tabernacle of your god
Moloch and Saturn your images, the star of your god, which you
made to yourselves.
Acts 7:38 This is he who was in the congregation in the
wilderness with the Angel who spoke to him in Mount Sinai, and
with our fathers, who received the living words to give to us,
Acts 7:39 to whom our fathers would not be obedient, but thrust
him away and TURNED BACK AGAIN TO EGYPT IN
THEIR HEARTS Acts 7:40 saying to Aaron, ‘Make gods for
us who will lead the way for us. As for this Moshe who led us
out from the land of Egypt, we do not know what has happened
to him.’
Acts 7:41 Thus they made a calf in those days, and offered sacrifice unto the idol, and rejoiced in the
works of their own hands.
The prophet Jeremiah draws the line in the sand over abiding by the Set Times of our Creator.
Jer 31:35 Thus said the CREATOR, the one appointing the sun for light of the day, moon and stars
for light of the night, and the roar in the sea and it waves resonated; JAHUAH Sabaoth is HIS name.
Jer 31:36 If THESE SET TIME LAWS [of the heavenly lights] should cease from in front of me,
says the CREATOR, then the race of Israel shall cease to become a nation in front of me all the days.
Jeremiah warns us, that understanding the division of days as set from the beginning of time, is
paramount to establishing the CREATOR’S Elect as a set-a-part a nation of priests. The CREATOR’S
goal has always been to build HIMSELF a Nation of Priest and HE is restoring the knowledge passed
onto Enoch, Daniel, Zechariah and others at this end-time in order to teach this generation the Laws of the
Luminaries so HIS Nation of Priests will not cease!
This is why we strongly believe our message about the proper set times for meeting with the Creator is
paramount for our salvation. And has been my 20-year passion to understand the Creator’s Division of
Time- He left the details behind for us to find- a little here and a little there like bread crumbs leading us
back to HIM.
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The Enclosed Garden
Psalms 19:1 The heavens describe the Glory of Eloah,
and the firmament announces the making of HIS hands.
We are but momentary sojourners through ancient olam time. Each generation looking for the signs
offered up by the teachers and prophets of old- Ever looking towards the heavens yearning for some
revelation to be unveiled. What do the hosts of heaven have to offer up to us mere earth-bound mortals?
Psa 19:2 Day to day bubbles up a saying- (Speaks out a Narration); and night unto night
announces knowledge.
The starry hosts narrate our story through time and beyond time… they tell of man’s sin in the Garden
and his expulsion… they tell of the wrath and favor of our omnipotent CREATOR and ultimately, they
tell us how to return to the Garden of JAHUAH. Despite what language we speak- all tongues can
understand the Creator’s heavenly narration.
Psa 19:3 There are no speeches nor words which their voices are not heard. Psa 19:4 Into all the
earth went forth their knell (proclamation; utterance, that is, a musical note. JAHUAH is giving us
His own psalms via the heavens!); and unto the ends of the inhabitable world their words. He put His
tent- His tabernacle in the SUN.
Isn’t that an interesting statement- The
Creator put His dwelling place in the sun.
Why would we be told that? Because it is
the SUN, which is the Great Luminary
(Gen. 1:16) that marks HIS Appointed SET
Times- it is these SET TIMES where our
Creator dwells and waits for us to meet
with Him. It is the Covered-Over Garden
of Set Time.
If nothing else, one pure thread runs
throughout the Heavens– JAHUAH’S
Division of Time. HE gifts us Days of
Worship and Days of Joy. All the while, HE waits at HIS meeting place for us to arrive and it is through
the direction of HIS prophets and HIS teachers that the WAY back to the meeting place is given to us.
Psa 19:5 And then [the sun] as a groom going forth from out of his nuptial chamber, shall exult as a
strong man running a journey.
Knowing that Father placed the Tree of Life in the middle of the Garden gives us insight to where this
nuptial chamber that the sun-groom is coming forth from. The bridegroom, (i.e.; the Messiah) comes forth
from the middle of the Garden and the sun which spiritually represents the Messiah enters through what
Enoch calls the 4th gate or portal, which we find right in the middle of our observable view of the
heavens- this is the place where the sun starts its journey like a strong man running a race.
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Scripture tells us that we are to begin the year in the
spring- the same month as the Passover. But it is Enoch
the Scribe of Time who instructs us where to find the
SIGN in the heavens which determine the start of the
new year. When the groom is in the middle of the
heaven rising due east out of his bridal chamber- it is
here that he proclaims the new year with his first
streaks of morning light- marching across the heaven
due west until he sets that evening, casting throughout
the day his “Sun Sign” of the straight-line shadow. For
it is the only day in the Spring that gives us such a
“Sun Sign” – a sign for the whole earth to witness
(unlike the equilux which is based on location). All
other days of the year the sun’s shadows are bent.

Ecc 7:11 Wisdom is good with an allotment and abundance to the ONES VIEWING the SUN.
Ecc 7:12 For WISDOM in its SHADOW is as the Shadow of Silver [ ;]ּכסףand the advantage of the
Knowledge of Wisdom will RESTORE to LIFE the One HAVING IT.
Ecc 7:13 Look at the work of ELOAH; for who can make that straight which He has bent?
Silver ( –ּכסףKeSePh) evolved from a root word which means “to make marks and to cover over.”
Only the Creator determines when the year begins, and provides us with a sign an o’th. JAHUAH gave us
this sign so that we would NEVER lose the rightful, blessed first Sabbath of creation - for it is to be a
memorial and the Mark of HIS PEOPLE.
Num 10:10 Also in the Days of your Gladness and in your Solemn Days and in the Beginnings of
your Months, you shall blow the trumpets over your burnt offerings and over the sacrifices of your
peace; that they may be to you for a MEMORIAL before your Creator; I AM JAHUAH your
Creator.
Number 10:10 is telling us that the Feast Days, the Shabbats and the Rosh Chodesh are all MEMORIALS
– Memorials to the ORIGINAL. The Days of Gladness are the Feast Days …
2 Chron 30:21 And the children of Israel that were present at Jerusalem kept the Feast of
Unleavened Bread seven days with great gladness: and the Levites and the priests praised JAHUAH
day by day, singing with loud instruments unto JAHUAH.
It was with such great gladness that the people kept it for seven more days.
2 Chron 30:23 And the whole assembly took counsel to keep other seven days: and they kept other
seven days with gladness.
And the Solemn Days are the Sabbath days…
Exo 16:23 Moshe said to them, “This is what JAHUAH has commanded: ‘Tomorrow is a day of
SOLEMN (formal and dignified) REST, a HOLY SABBATH to JAHUAH; bake what you will
bake and boil what you will boil, and all that is left over lay aside to be kept till the morning.’”
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Because JAHUAH rested after six days of labor, the Sabbath is also our day of rest and a Memorial of
Creation. The Creator wants us to remember all He did to restore LIFE to this planet- HE then instructs
us to “keep” the Sabbath holy.
Gen 2:2 And on the seventh day JAHUAH completed His work which He had made. And He rested
on the seventh day from all His work which He had made.
Gen 2:3 And JAHUAH blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because He rested from all His
work on it, which JAHUAH had created to make.
Genesis 2:2-3 sets the tone and establishes the first reason for Sabbath-keeping: we are to follow His
example. Because Eloah specifically rested on the seventh day of creation, the Sabbath has universal
validity. It is an example from creation, not from one of the Patriarchs, nor from Moses, nor from any of
the Jews—because there were no Jews in ‘The Beginning’.
The Scripture clearly states that this was The Seventh Day, not a seventh day and without a doubt,
Exodus 20:8-11 shows that the keeping of it as a day of worship has its foundation firmly anchored in
Genesis 1 and 2.
Exo 20:8 Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy;
Exo 20:9 six days you shall labor and do all your work;
Exo 20:10 and the seventh day is a sabbath to JAHUAH your Eloah; you shall not do any work,
you, and your son, and your daughter, your male slave and your slave-girl, and your livestock, and
your stranger who is in your gates.
Exo 20:11 for in six days JAHUAH made the heavens and earth, the sea, and all that is in them and
rested the seventh day; therefore, JAHUAH blessed the Sabbath day and sanctified it.
The Sabbath is a Special Sign throughout all our generations. Here, “sign” in the Hebrew means a
monument, token or evidence. The Sabbath is a lasting memorial; evidence that those observing it are
worshiping the Creator as He instructed, following the pattern in which He laid out.
Exo 31:13-14 Speak you also unto the children of Israel, saying, ‘Verily My Sabbaths you shall keep:
for it is a SIGN between Me and you throughout your generations: that you may know that I am
JAHUAH that does sanctify you. You shall keep the Sabbath, therefore; for it is holy unto you: every
one that defiles it shall surely be put to death: for whosoever does any work therein, that soul shall be
cut off from among his people.’
Our Creator does all things in patterns. King Solomon proclaimed – ‘there is nothing new under the sun’
– as the cyclic patterns of the Creator reappear over and over- from the simplest to the most complex
cycles which are interwoven by the Hand of JAHUAH.
One such pattern I find particularly interesting on this subject matter, is that the Commandment which
states “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy,” is the FOURTH Commandment; The sun-groom
arrives to pronounce new year through the FOURTH portal gate and that day – the day with due east sun
rise- the day with the straight-line shadows- memorializes the FOURTH day of the creation week – the
day when the lights were assigned their duties and the Creator’s timepiece was set in motion. Three days
later our Creator rested.
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The Year GARDEN
Gen 2:1 And the heavens and the earth were
finished, and all the host of them.
Gen 2:2 And on the seventh day Eloah ended His
work which He had made. And He rested on the
seventh day from all His work which He had
made.
Gen 2:3 And Eloah blessed the seventh day and
sanctified it, because in it He had rested from all
His work which Eloah created to make.
Gen 2:8 And JAHUAH Eloah planted a garden in
Eden to the east (the direction of the rising sun);
and He put the man whom He had formed there.
Our CREATOR is in HIS Garden, where HE calls to
us. Just as HE did with Adam and his wife Chavvah. It
was there- where JAHUAH, walked and talked with
man.
But there was trouble brewing in the Garden of JAHUAH you see, as a certain Seraph named Heylel
a.k.a. the Morning Star (Isa 14:12), wanted mortal-man for himself. Heylel wanted man to worship him
over the CREATOR, thus causing such a disruption in the Garden that it resulted in the man along with
his mate being banished from the CREATOR’S presenceAdam was removed from meeting with the CREATOR.
‘When they were driven out of Paradise, they made for themselves
a tent and mourned for seven days.’ii
As for Heylel, he too was banished- to forever protect the Gateway to the Garden. The CREATOR placed
Heylel in front of the east gate, along with the fiery sword, in order to keep evil man from meeting with
ELOAH. This is why the WORD of the CREATOR is called a doubled-edged sword, as it can lead us
toward— as well as— away from the GARDEN of APPOINTED SET TIME.
Because, this time around, entry into the Garden isn’t automatically given … No, THIS TIME the
CREATOR wants confirmation that we too want to be with HIM as much as HE wants to be with us. That
it is our heart’s desire to seek the HIS FACE and rest in HIS PRESENCE.
Hosea 2:6 Therefore, behold, I will hedge up thy way with thorns, and make a wall, that she shall
not find her paths.
Our Creator set the heavenly lights in motion on the fourth day of creation, and assigned them their
duties:
Gen 1:14 And ELOAH said; Let there be (let the lights H1961 ha’jah- exist as) lights (men’orah) in the
firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for SIGNS (o’th-signal,
beacon, flag) and for SEASONS (mo’ed- appointments, set time) and for DAYS (Hebrew idiom for
Sabbaths) and YEARS (Sh’mittah/JUBILEES).
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Gen 1:17 And ELOAH set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light (luminous, shine; set on
fire) UPON the earth
ELOAH said let the lights of the heaven be for a MARK- TO SET HIS APPOINTED TIMES- His
timepiece- Let them illuminate the heaven and be a light, a beacon, for knowledge upon the earth.
The word ‘upon’ can also be translated as restore.iii Remarkably the Hebrew word for Testimony- ‘ud’
can also be translated into restore.
Exodus 33:7 And Moshe (Moses) took his tabernacle and pitched it without the camp, at a distance
from the camp; and it was called the Tabernacle of Restoration/Testimony: and it came to pass that
every one that sought ELOAH went forth to the tabernacle which was without the camp.
Genesis 1:19 And there was evening, and there was morning the fourth day. Genesis 2:1 And the
heaven and the earth were completed, and all the cosmos of them. Genesis 2:8 And JAHUAH Eloah
planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there He put the man whom He had formed.
The Garden represents a Circle of TIME and in this Circle of Time Mr. & Mrs. Adam walked and talked
with the CREATOR.
The Anchor Bible Dictionary- Volume 2 states:
… [the Garden] in Genesis 2-3 it is probably meant to be understood primarily as a dwelling place of
the CREATOR rather than simply a place of human habitation. The main feature of the Garden of G-d
theme is the presence of the deity. The divine council meets there and decrees of cosmic importance are
issued. Eloah’s dwelling is also called phr m’d “Appointed Assembly.”
Now that we understand that this Garden of Time is where the Creator dwells, where HE walks and where
HE takes council; certainly, it is the place we too should desire to be.
Exploring the Hebraic pictorial language will aid us in the understanding and give us insights to the
CREATOR’S directions that we seek. It will add color, depth and meaning to the WAY back to the
Garden that the CREATOR has mapped out for us.
The word Garden in Hebrew is ‘gan’ and means an enclosure, an enclosed garden (fig. of a bride). It
forms a root from which come all ideas of a circuit stem from.
Defined as a sphere, that which has protective walls- which encloses, surrounds or covers all parts; that
which forms the enclosure of a thing; limits a thing and protects it; in the same fashion that a sheath
encloses, limits and protects its blade- also a complete circuit.
It is a place that is protected from the intrusion of outside elements, as related in the Encyclopedia
Biblica iv:
“The word is derived from the root ganan, “cover,” “protect,” the garden being secluded from the
surrounding uncultivated country and the incursions of strangers, and concealed by overshadowing trees
from observation.”
Dictionary of the Bible by Charles Scribnerv 1899 states:
“Gardens are usually enclosed by hedges, dry-stone dykes with a layer of thorns built near the top, or
by walls of compressed mud, dried in the sun, as are the celebrated gardens that encircle Damascus.
The cactus, or prickly pear, is a common hedge in the warmer districts. Its multitudinous sharp spines
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offer a splendid defense against intruders; but it is apt soon to become a harbour for venomous things.
If one breaks through such a fence, he need not be surprised if a serpent bite him (Ec 10:8).”
Next, let’s take a look at the word Eden.
Eden is derived from the Aramaic word ‘iddan’vi which is from a root word corresponding to; TIME, a
SET TIME; a YEAR. It is a Garden of Set-Times; a Year Garden.
The NAS Old Testament Hebrew Lexicon
Transliterated Word: `iddan (Aramaic)
Definition:
1. time
2. duration
3. year
As with any good map making, the treasure is only found when the details are direct and precise. The
greater the details, the more precise the focus as to where the treasure is hidden. Isn’t it funny that they
say ‘the devil is in the details’ when it would seem that the ‘treasure is in the details?’
In order to authenticate our treasure as being priceless or fools-gold, we are going to take a look at a few
of the individual Hebrew letters; as their meanings help us to focus in on our WAY back to the Garden.
Eden is spelled: ayin dalet noon
 עayin – To see, know, experience, understand, to be seen.
 דdalet – door, pathway, to enter; a path or a way of life;
 ןnoon – action, lifevii

When ayin & dalet are written together they constitute a very important root, which hieroglyphically
develops the idea of TIME; the actual time; a periodic return as a month or year; a thing constant by
which one can give a testimony or witness.
Dalet & noon – when written together express in a moral sense, every contradictory judgment.
To summarize; Eden is time, fixed and appointed, a set time; a year. It is a Garden of Set-Times; a Year
Garden; time that is covered over, protected, concealed from observation.
Eden is the Door that opens the understanding to life; it is the path leading to the Tree of Life (our
Messiah, the Torah). The testimony and continual witness of this Actual Time Garden is set in the lights
of heaven. They record the actual times for meeting with JAHUAH.
The Creator has shown us that HIS Garden is a spherical circuit of time that repeats with such accuracy
that it is a witness to HIS set appointments. BUT- it is covered over and hidden because JAHUAH dwells
there. Yet, once found, the pathway leads to life. How much more beautiful a treasure can the CREATOR
present to us than HIS TIME! The CREATOR wants to spend time with us!
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The Trees
In the middle of the Garden there were two particular
trees of greatnessGenesis 2:9 And the CREATOR caused to rise up
yet from the earth every beautiful tree to the sight
and good for food, and the tree of life in the middle
of the paradise, and the tree, the one to know
knowing good and evil.viii
We are going to fill in the landscape of our map a bit
more by stopping here for a moment to take note of
some of these word definitions. So that we will have no
doubt that by the end of our journey that we have in fact
found the place where the CREATOR is waiting for us.
And the CREATOR caused to
RISE UP: the point from where motion or action proceeds. From a primary Greek word tellō - to set
out for a definite point or goal; the conclusion of an act or state, termination, an impost or levy (as
paid): custom
yet from the…
EARTH: Greek #1093 ghay- soil. Hebrew #127 ‘adamah; soil (from its general redness): country,
earth, ground, husband [-man] land.
every…
BEAUTIFUL: hōra from Greek #5610; belonging to the right hour or season- an hour, day, instant,
season, time.
The Greek Septuagint, also known as the LXX, is one of the oldest translated Old Testaments available
and an accurate study piece, but we can take away from the Greek only so much information. We then
must also look at the related Hebrew words- only then can the landscape be completed before us.
Hōra is translated from the Greek as “Beautiful” and yet the related Hebrew words that have the same
understanding are words like; Mo’ed- meaning an appointment, a fixed time or season; specifically, a
festival; conventionally a year; by implication an assembly (as convened for a definite purpose);
technically the congregation. Also related to the Greek word hōra is the word iddan (Eden-a set time; a
year: - time).
And the CREATOR caused to RISE UP yet from the EARTH every BEAUTIFUL …
TREE: the Hebrew root word is ates עץ-it comes from the primitive root aw-tsaw’  ; עצהproperly to
fasten (or make firm).
to the…
SIGHT: Greek word horaō means to stare at, to discern clearly; to attend to. The Hebraism intent
means to experience; behold, perceive, see, take heed. to gaze (that is, with wide open eyes, as at
something remarkable).
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And…
GOOD: chiefly good (literally or morally), valuable or virtuous
for food, and the Tree of…
LIFE: Most people who study scripture are familiar with both the Greek “Zoe” and the Hebrew
“Chay” but let’s dig a little deeper for a second into these two wordsH2416

Chay to live, to revive: give life, (let suffer to) live, recover, repair, restore (to life), save (alive, life,
lives), be whole.
G2222

Zōē life: to live -time.

Related Hebrew words to the Greek ‘Zoe’Derek H1870 - a road (as trodden); figuratively a course of life or mode of action, custom, east-ward,
journey
Chavvah H2247- (remember: this is the name given to “Eve”) A primitive root - to hide (as in the
bosom), that is, to cherish (with affection): - love); to secret...
Chajah H2421- live, nourish up, preserve (alive), quicken, recover, repair, restore (to life), revive
Chakhmah H2451 - wisdom
Yom H3117 - a day, figuratively (a space of time defined by an associated term): an age, continually,
daily
And the CREATOR caused to rise up yet from the earth every beautiful tree to the sight and good
for food, and the tree of life…
IN: en- denoting a fixed position in place, time or state.
the middle of the paradise, and the tree, the one to …
KNOW: i’do (eidō)- to see; be aware, behold, consider, (have) known (-ledge), look (on), perceive, be
sure, tell, understand. To gaze (just as we saw with the word ‘sight’; with wide open eyes, as at
something remarkable), voluntary observation; an earnest but more continued inspection;
KNOWING: gnoce-tos’ - well known: acquaintance, (which may be) known, notable.
good and …
EVIL: Greek #4190- hurtful, that is, evil, degeneracy from original virtue; figuratively calamitous; ill,
diseased; but especially morally culpable, derelict, vicious, mischief, malice, guilt; the devil, sinners: pain, toil; bad, grievous, harm, lewd, malicious, wicked (-ness).
Okay- WOW! That was a lot of information to take in. Now, let’s put it together in order to authenticate
the map we have before us thus far!
Genesis 2:9 The CREATOR set out to fasten on the earth appointed times for meeting with HIM- the
appearance (of the mo’edim) was valuable and virtuous, for food. Fastened in the middle of the
Garden of Time a path to life, a journey filled with nourishment and restoration into the bosom of the
Ruach, to be cherished with affection and given wisdom. And the CREATOR fastened a place, that to
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gaze upon it, made known and brought evil, toil, pain, sin… (That is the place which Adam was told
not to behold or partake of).
The CREATOR placed the Tree of Life in the middle of the GARDEN of APPOINTED TIME. HE also
began the Division of Time for meeting with HIM, by assigning the lights in the middle of the creation
week- where the ‘Sun Groom’ races out his bridal chambers from the middle of the viewable heavens.
The testimony and continual witness of this actual Time Garden is set in the fiery Menorah of the heavens
where they record the actual times for meeting with the CREATOR.
Olam, is another Hebrew word which needs to be clarified at this time as it will give further light to this
Garden of Appointed Time. Usually translated as forever, evermore, everlasting, or perpetual, Olam has
other interesting meanings. Derived from ‘alam’ it means concealed, i.e., the vanishing point; time out of
mind (past or future), eternity; ancient time, old time; from the same primitive root word, which
means to veil from sight, i.e., conceal, secret.
Thus, olam is ancient time that is concealed and hidden from sight. Isn’t that interesting? Proverbs 22
gives a strong warning regarding the boundaries of Olam:
Proverbs 22:28 Do not remove the OLAM everlasting boundaries which your fathers
set/APPOINTED!
Seems to be a warning about changing the Set Times for meet with the CREATOR!
Genesis 2:8 And the CREATOR planted a garden (concealed from view, covered over, secured,
protected) eastward (H6924 aforetime, eternal, old, ancient time) in Eden (set times; a year); and there
HE put the man whom HE had formed.
The CREATOR established ANCIENT-TIME covered over and concealed from view in Eden the Year
Garden; and there He put the man- Adam whom he had formed.
Genesis 3:22 And the CREATOR said… now, lest he take also of the Tree of Life, and eat, and live
forever: therefore, the CREATOR sent him forth from the Garden of Eden.
Due to disobedience in the partaking of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil- or in other words;
choosing to meet with Heylel, and eating the knowledge of the False Appointments – consequently,
having committed adultery in the eyes of JAHUAH- mankind was cast out from meeting with the
CREATOR. He was sent into the land of wandering in the False Calendar of Time, which leads him away
from the CREATOR’S presence rather than to it. Don’t believe it?
Let’s read from the Apocrypha book the ‘Life of Adam and Eve’ the Vita version, Chapter 32 where we
find Adam speaking with his son Seth. Adam knowing his time is short tells his son about the fall which
led to their removal from the Garden-
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Adam’s story of the Fall
Chp. 32: “And Adam answered and said; “Listen to me, my
son. When Eloah made us, me and your mother, and placed us
in the Paradise and gave us every tree bearing fruit to eat, HE
forbade us (saying), ‘Regarding the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil, which is in the midst of Paradise, do not eat of
it.
’Moreover, Eloah gave a part of Paradise to me and (a part) to
your mother. The trees of the eastern part and over against the
north HE gave to me, and to your mother HE gave the
southern and the western parts.
33: Eloah appointed two angels to guard us. The HOUR came when the angels ascended to worship
in the presence of Eloah [it was an “appointed time” for meeting the JAHUAH]. Immediately the
adversary, the devil, found opportunity while the angels were away and deceived your mother so that
she ate of the illicit and forbidden tree. And she ate and gave it to me.
In the second book of Enoch chapter 8 we also find Enoch with some angels who are showing him the
Garden as well:
2 Enoch Chapter 8: About the taking of Enoch to the 3rd heaven
And those men took me from there, and they brought me up to the third heaven, and set me down.
There I looked downward, and I saw Paradise. And that place is inconceivable pleasant. And I saw
the trees in full flower. And their fruits were ripe and pleasant-smelling, with every food in yield and
giving off profusely a pleasant fragrance.
And in the midst of them was the Tree of Life, at that place where Eloah takes a REST (Eloah
Shabbats) when HE goes into Paradise. And that tree is indescribable for pleasantness and fine
fragrance, and more beautiful than any [other] created thing that exists. And from every direction it
has an appearance which is gold-looking and crimson, and with the form of fire. And it covers the
whole of Paradise…
And its root is in Paradise at the exit that leads to the earth. And paradise is in between the
corruptible and incorruptible.
And two streams come forth, one a source of honey and milk, and a source which produces oil and
wine. And it is divided into 4 parts [four quarters/seasons], and they go around with a quiet
movement. And they come out into the Paradise of Eden, between the corruptible and the
incorruptible.
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If we watch and understand how the wheels of JAHUAH’S throne works – the vision HE gave to Ezekiel
and the information from Enoch- the outer wheel of the ‘Wheel in a Wheel’ is the place where time was
corrupted because of man’s sin at the time of the great flood. The earth experienced huge earthquakes in
preparation for the waters from the deep to rise upcausing the earth to TILT- Thus, the year became
elongated. It became corrupted.
But there is a place at the GREAT GATE where
we move from the corruptible part of time -into
the inner wheel of the core 360 days where all of
JAHUAH’S appointments are incorruptible and
set. The set times NEVER move and are protected
in the inner wheel from the changes in the earth’s
rotation.
In Enoch’s day the earth was spinning in a perfect
360° circle, we know this because according to
scripture, before the flood there were no seasons.
The earth’s atmosphere was much heavier with
water- so much so that the waters above created a
greenhouse effect and the ground was watered
with a mist created by the tropical conditions.
Gen 1:6 And the CREATOR said, let there be a firmament in the midst of the water, and let it be for
parting between water and water!
Gen 2:6 But there went up from the earth a mist and watered all the face of the ground.
We have seen in modern days with large earthquakes- although the effect on time might be minute- at the
time of Enoch the change was so large that Noah thought he was going to die! The year grew longer and
weather patterns were beginning to appear. Things were changing and the was earth was a rockin’ and a
rollin’.
Enoch 65:1 And in those days, Noah SAW the EARTH HAD TILTED and that its destruction was
near.
Enoch 65:2 And he set off from there and went to the ends of the Earth and cried out to his greatgrandfather Enoch; and Noah said three times in a bitter voice: “Hear me, hear me, hear me!”
Enoch 65:3 And he said to him: “Tell me, what is it that is being done on the Earth, that the Earth is
so afflicted and shaken, lest I be destroyed with it!”
Enoch 65:4 And immediately there was a great disturbance on the Earth and a voice was heard from
Heaven and I fell upon my face.
How did Noah “see” that the earth was tilted? By the signs in the heavens! The heavenly lights had
changed from Noah’s perspective on earth. Stars commonly seen from night to night his whole life were
now moved or perhaps not even in view any longer.
Many recognize a 360-day prophetic year that is based in the book of Daniel and Revelations. Also,
numerous ancient societies used a 360-day calendar- perhaps because it was part of their oral history. One
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thing we do know is that Enoch was given the instructions on keeping the core intact and informs us that
the 365 and 360-day year are really one and the same. The Wheel in a Wheel vision of Ezekiel.
Enoch 75:1-3 And the leaders of the heads of the thousands, who are placed over the whole creation
and over all the stars, have also to do with the four intercalary days, being inseparable from their
office, according to the reckoning of the year, and these render service on the four days which are
not reckoned in the reckoning of the year… and the exactness of the year is accomplished through
its separate three hundred and sixty−four stations.
Continuing with 2 Enoch;
And two streams come forth, one a source of honey and milk, and a source which produces oil and wine.
And it is divided into 4 parts [four quarters/seasons], and they go around with a quiet movement
(The outer wheel that holds the seasons moves around the inner wheel). And they come out into the
Paradise of Eden, between the corruptible and the incorruptible…
…And from there they pass along and divide into 40 parts. And it proceeds in descent along the earth,
and they have a revolution in their cycle, just like the other atmospheric elements…
In ancient times the stars were used as the night-time clock. A series of 36 small constellations, known as
‘decans’ rise consecutively over the horizon at approximately 40-minute intervals.
The decans are associated with each major mazzaroth constellation on the zodiac belt- each of the twelve
having three associated decans for a total of 36. Rising in the same area of the sky as their associated
major constellation the decans move counterclockwise along the line of the ecliptic. Every ten days, a
different decan is visible on the eastern horizon just before sunrise or just at sunset.
The ancients divided the heavens into ten-degree segments, a decan is theoretically ten degrees of the
night sky. Thus, a mazzaroth/zodiac ‘signs’ with three decans each equals 30 degrees;
12 x 30 = 360
degrees; a complete circle.
The rising, culmination, and setting of stars can be used to not only tell time but the seasons also, as the
constellations of the zodiac complete a full circle through the sky once a year. Thirty-six decans plus the
four seasonal Star Leaders also divides the CIRCULAR YEAR into 40 parts.
Our Creator gave to Enoch the understanding of this new worlds division of time in order to keep the
ORIGINAL counted 7th day intact – so that the End-Time generation may once again return to the
Covered-Over Garden of Time.
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The Peril
As with most profitable treasure hunts, you should expect to meet peril along the way. It is here
that the CREATOR placed the serpent, to divert us off the pathway to HIS treasured Garden.
What did we learn earlier about the sharp, spiny “harbour for venomous things” hedged
around the garden! We are being blocked from returning to the Garden of Appointed
Time by the fiery snake cherubim/seraph called Heylel.
Eden…
Cherubim
to keep the

Genesis 3:23-24 Therefore, the CREATOR sent him away from the Garden of
HE drove out the man; and HE placed at the east of the Garden of Eden
and A FLAMING/FIERY SWORD which TURNED EVERY WAY,
way (derek – custom) to the Tree of Life.

Turned Every Way: 2015 haw-vak’– to overthrow, to overturn, to change, to turn back, to pervert (lead
astray, alter, misrepresent, change), to turn this way & that, turn every way, convert, alter.
The Sword – meaning the Word of JAHUAH (Hebrews 4:12) was placed in front of the Garden to lead
astray all intruders. Now you begin to understand how and why there are so many interpretations to the
Torah and bible in general. It is designed to keep all intruders out of the Garden of Appointed Times for
meeting with JAHUAH. You say JAHUAH wouldn’t do that? Go to your Bibles right now with a pair of
scissors and cut out 2 Thessalonians 2:11&12.
2Thess 2:11 And because of this, Eloah will send to them a working of error, for them to believe the
lie,
2Thess 2:12 that all may be judged, those not believing the truth, but who have delighted in
unrighteousness.
In order to keep sinful man out of this garden, Cherub/Seraph and a FLAMING SWORD were placed
in front to guard it. From that point on, the Appointed Times for meeting with the CREATOR was
hidden from man!
Gen 3:8-10 and they heard the voice of the ELOAH Almighty walking in the paradise at dusk. And
both Adam and his wife hid from the face of the ELOAH Almighty in the midst of the tree of the
paradise.
Gen 3:9 And the Creator called Adam and said to him, “Adam, where are you?”
Gen 3:10 And Adam replied to the Creator, “I heard your voice while walking in the paradise, and I
feared, for I am naked, and I hid.
Adam and his wife were hiding from meeting with the CREATOR- something they had never done, nor
had ever thought about doing before now. This is where things really go bad. You see, this driving-out of
the garden that the CREATOR did, was more than a mere banishment; it was a DIVORCE. The
CREATOR garished - divorced; cast-out man.
We must understand that there is only ONE REASON in which divorce is sanctioned and allowed by the
CREATOR- and that is ADULTERY. Adam and Chavvah committed adultery with Heylel- the one living
being in all creation who wanted to reign over the Most-High CREATOR. He wanted to be the
CREATOR.
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Isaiah 14:13-14 For thou Heylel has said in your heart “I will ASCEND INTO HEAVEN, I will
exalt my throne ABOVE the STARS, of the CREATOR: I will sit also upon the MOUNT of the
CONGREGATION in the sides of the north I will rise over the heights of the clouds; I will be
compared to the Most-High”
This word CONGREGATION is none other than - MO’ED- appointed time! Also, the word Mount
(Har) is a shortened form of Mountain (Har’ar), and biblically can imply a kingdom and not always a
literal mountain. So, with that in mind, Isaiah 14 realistically should read:
For you Heylel have said in your heart, “I will ASCEND INTO HEAVEN, I will exalt my throne- my
AUTHORITY- ABOVE THE STARS; the Heavenly Hosts of the CREATOR; I will sit also upon the
KINGDOM of the CREATOR’S MO’ED -the place of the CREATOR’S SET TIMES- The Garden
of Appointed Time…”
Interestingly, Heylel wanted to be above the STARS- because, according to Enoch it is the stars that are
the whole framework to the Creator’s Division of Time.
(See our study on Enoch chapter 82).
Heylel wants to rule over the CREATOR’S KINGDOM. Yet, you can see how perfect the Creators plan
went! Heylel wanted to be over the CREATOR’S Garden of Appointed Time, and ended up protecting
the very thing he wanted to manipulate and control.
Isaiah 14:12 O how the Morning Star- #H1966 heylel הילל- fell from out of the heaven, the one rising
by morning; the one sending to all the nations was broken unto the earth.
Ezekiel 28:12 … So, says the CREATOR: You seal the measure, full of wisdom and perfect in
beauty.
Ezekiel 28:13 You have been in Eden the garden of the CREATOR; every precious stone was
your covering, the ruby, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the
turquoise, and the emerald, and gold. The workmanship of your tambourines and of your flutes was
prepared in you in the day that you were created.
Ezekiel 28:14 You were the ANOINTED cherub that COVERS, and I had put you in the holy
height of the CREATOR where you were; you have walked up and down in the midst of the stones of
fire. (MKJ)
Some will teach that Lucifer i.e.; Heylel is the first to be called ANOINTED in the Bible- but that is not
so… The word ANOINTED is the Hebrew word Mashiach which means; a consecrated person (as a
king, priest, or saint); specifically, the anointed Messiah. This certainly is not Heylel.
If we only read from the King James bible, we would miss the whole significance of this message with
the false idea that Lucifer/Heylel is being anointed- but taking a look at the LXX we can see that the word
‘anointed’ in the MKJ is actually the word ‘prepared’ in the Septuagint, and would mean; - build, make,
ordain, prepare.
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Thus, Ezekiel should readEzekiel 28:14 From the day you were created and were carefully PREPARED (Heylel was made
ready for his job)… WITH the Cherub being Anointed by the CREATOR and encamping in the
tent, even I put you on the holy mount of the CREATOR; you existed among the midst of the stones of
fire.(LXX)
OKAY- wait- what? Heylel is not being anointed here in Ezekiel 28, but is being prepared for his JOB as
the chief Seraph/Cherub who protects- covers the way back to the Garden ALONG WITH the
ANOINTED CHERUB - the one encamped in the CREATOR’S TENT-MANSION-HIS
RESIDENCE.
John establishes that the Messiah Jahshua resides in the abode of His Father thus being the ANOINTED
CHERUB that is encamped with the CREATOR.
John 14:1 Let not your heart be disturbed! Trust in JAHUAH the CREATOR and trust in me!
John 14:2 In the residence of my father there are many abodes; but if not, I would have told you. I go
to prepare a place for you.
The book of Daniel tells us that Heylel will in fact change the CREATOR’S division of timeDaniel 7:25 He will speak great words; great commands against Elyon (Most High), and will wear
out the Saints of Elyon. He plots to CHANGE TIMES (H2166 mo’ed appointed times- i.e.;
CALENDAR-festivals - Sabbaths) and the LAWS (Torah laws and ordinances) …
Heylel wants to exalt himself over the CREATOR’S Appointed Times, to bring confusion to the lost
sheep, in order to lead them into worshiping him over the CREATOR. It is only in changing the
CREATOR’S System of Dividing Time could that happen without mankind being aware of the apostasy.
Heylel has HIDDEN the rightful days in which to observe the CREATOR’S festival Holy days, leading
the people astray so they won’t know when to rightfully meet with our CREATOR.
BUT… we must remember as well… Heylel CANNOT do anything that is not under the CREATOR’S
complete control and authority. The CREATOR uses Heylel for HIS own purposes. To think that Heylel
took the CREATOR by surprise in the garden with Chavvah would deny the CREATOR HIS
omnipotence -Now isn’t that a mind twister…
Just how did the CREATOR use Heylel? Having the last
laugh- JAHUAH placed Heylel at the east gate to the
Garden of Eden- The Garden of Appointed Time- to keep
intruders away! Heylel was the very henchman JAHUAH
called to do the job … Exactly what he was created to
do!
Heylel creates an allure, which spellbinds us away from
the pathway back to the CREATOR and His Appointed
Times. So, in that- Heylel gets to be lifted up over the
CREATOR … by mankind being deceived into
worshiping at the wrong time! There is perfect beauty in
the wisdom of this avenged appointment!
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Throughout the ages and from time-to-time JAHUAH chooses a man like Abraham, or a group of people
like the Hebrews led by Moses and Aaron, to call HIS own and HE shared the WAY to HIS Appointed
Times with them- but soon it was forgotten and once again the old ways and old gods seeped back into
their daily lives. Until the Creator had had enough of the backsliding and took all the knowledge of HIS
appointed Times away from HIS chosen people. He then called those from the Highways and Byways to
be HIS Priesthood- any that would seek HIS Covered-Over Garden would be Israel.
Exodus 32:8 they have quickly turned off from the WAY which I commanded them; they have made
for themselves a casted calf and have bowed to it, and have sacrificed to it. And they have said; These
are your gods, O Israel, who brought you up from the land of Egypt
Ezekiel 22:26 Her priests have annulled My law, and have profaned Mine holy things: they have put
no distinction between the holy and the profane, neither have they shown difference between the
unclean and the clean, and have hid their eyes from My Sabbaths, and I am profaned among them.
Jubilees 6:34 … And all the children of Israel will forget and will not find the path of the years and
will forget the RENEWALS (Chodesh) and seasons (Mo’ed- appointed times the Feasts), and
Shabbats
Jubilees 6:35 and they will go wrong as to all the order of the years (Jubilees). For I know and from
henceforth will I declare it unto thee, and it is not of my own devising; for the book (lies) written
before me, and on the heavenly tablets the division of days is ordained, lest they forget the Feasts of
the Covenant
Jubilees 6:36 and walk according to the feasts of the Gentiles (false sabbaths and traditions of men)
after their error and after their ignorance…
Jubilees 50:1-5 … I made you understand the DAYS OF THE WEEKS (Shabbats) in the
Wilderness of Sin which is between Elim and Sinai. Then I also related to you the Shabbats of the
Land (The Sabbatical Years) on Mount Sinai. Also, the YEARS OF JUBILEE in the Shabbats of
Years, I related to you. BUT ITS EXACT YEAR (the exact year of the Jubilee) I have not related
to you until you ENTER INTO THE LAND which you will possess. Then the land will KEEP
ITS SHABBATS when they dwell upon it and they will KNOW the Year of Jubilee.
…There are still forty years before you, FOR LEARNING THE COMMANDMENTS OF ELOAH –
until you cross the border of the land of Canaan, crossing the Jordan on the western side.
THUS, JUBILEES WILL PASS UNTIL ISRAEL IS PURIFIED FROM ALL THE SIN OF
FORNICATION…
The Israelites wandered for 40 years, and because of her continued disobedience and adultery. The
ecclesia has wandered 40 jubilees through the wilderness without knowledge of the proper appointed
times of JAHUAH for the same reason.
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JAHUAH Take the Wheel
Blessedly our loving CREATOR has sent the compass way back to HIS Garden through HIS prophets
and teachers- all we need to do is listen to them!
Isa 40:21 Will you not known? Will you not hear?
Was it not announced to you from the beginning? Did
you not know the foundations of the earth?
Isa 40:22 It is He the CREATOR who sits on Upon
the compass of the earth, … He who stretches the
heavens like a curtain, and spreads them like a tent to
live in…
Isa 40:26 Lift up your eyes on high Look up! and
behold SEE who has created these things, that brings
out their Host by NUMBER: He called them all by
NAMES, by the greatness of HIS might…
JAHUAH created, numbered and named the hosts of heaven and it is Enoch who not only gives us the
VERY names and duties of the FOUNDATIONAL heavenly hosts. He also provides us with the
NUMBER of their position, which leads us directly back to the proper appointed times of the CREATOR.
Enoch was the very FIRST ONE who was given this information for the End-Time Generation.
The Hebrew word for COMPASS is ‘chagag’ and means to move in a circle, to march in a sacred
procession, celebrate, dance, keep, hold a solemn feast.
The Hebrew word ‘chag’- “to PILGRIM” means to travel on a journey to a HOLY PLACE- to move in a
YEAR CIRCLE…to celebrate and observe the CIRCULAR FEASTS.
The CREATOR is showing us that moving in a yearly circular pattern is the correct way back to ALL of
His Appointments. HE set HIS perfect 360-degree circular Calendar of Assembly according to HIS
Feasts.
Enoch 82:11 The four leaders which distinguish the four seasons of the year enter first; after
them enter the twelve leaders of the orders which distinguish the months; and the THREE
HUNDRED and SIXTY CAPTAINS which divide the days …
A circle is 360-degrees- Enoch describes a separate three-hundred-sixty-day circle of time. After the First
Four days that distinguish the seasons and the ‘Gates of Months’ have entered separately on the outer
wheel- then the 360 Captains Over Thousands divide the days.
If we’ve already had four days come in first- then what days are being divided within the 360? It would
be the SET DAYS of JAHUAH’S Appointments.
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Ezekiel
Ezekiel was shown through vivid imagery- the very same Road-Signs back of the enclosed 360° Garden
of Appointed Time. It is the compass guide that was left for us in the biblical scriptures, and mirrors so
gracefully with Enoch’s narratives for the WAY back to the CREATOR’S Garden.
Eze 1:4 And I beheld, and behold, a wind lifting up came from the NORTH, and a great cloud with
it, and brightness round about it, and FIRE FLASHING. And in the midst of it was as the vision of
molten bronze in the midst of the FIRE, and brightness in it.
Eze 1:5 And in the midst was a likeness of four living creatures (Zoa). And this is their appearance
—a likeness of a man was unto them.
I am going to pause here a moment to look at the phrase ‘UNTO them’- because, I thought it interesting
that we are being told that this is just a “LIKENESS of a MAN”. To me a likeness would be a picture or
perhaps a sculpture, somethings that was a representation.
Unto is translated from the word epi which means superimposition (of time, place, order, etc.).
In graphics, superimposition is the placement of an image or video on top of an already-existing image or
video. It is used to add to the overall image effect.
Ezekiel is being shown how the Four Foundational Star Leaders of the Heavens, are being
SUPERIMPOSED over the Time Wheels. The CREATORS language is pictorial and it was imperative
for the CREATOR to show these picture distinctions to HIS prophets. Otherwise, how were we mere
mortals to understand their intended account.
Eze 1:6 And there were four faces to the one, and four wings (this word is ‘kanaph’- meaning
quarters) to the one.
Eze 1:7 And their legs were straight and their feet feathered (LXX says the feet were featheredmeaning “WINGED” other translations say that
their feet are like a “calf’s foot”) and there were
sparks as flashing brass and their quarters/wings
were light (H7044 qâlâl; brightened (as if sharpened):
- burnished, polished.)
Eze 1:8 And they had the hands of a man under
their wings on their four sides; and they four had
their faces and their wings.
Eze 1:9 Their wings were joined one to another;
they turned not when they went; they went every
one straight forward.
Eze 1:18 As for their RINGS, they were so high
that they were dreadful; and their rings were full of
eyes round about them FOUR.
The Hebrew word for eyes is ‛ayin- which is a primitive word meaning an eye by analogy a fountain,
knowledge. In other words, there was knowledge circuiting the wheels. Ezekiel is revealing to us that
important information lay within these circular wheels.
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Within their ‘winged’ quarters are the star-gates that the sun moves through, as named in Enoch chapter
82, connecting each direction to the other
Eze 1:19 And when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them: and when the living creatures
were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up.
Eze 1:20 Wherever the spirit (Ruach) was to go, they went, then was their spirit to go; and the
wheels were lifted up over against them: for the ruach of the living creatures was in the wheels.
The Hebrew word translated into living creature is chay חַ י, and though it can mean a living being- it can
also mean a year, renewal or revival. So, let’s take a closer look at some other key words being used to
describe Ezekiel’s visionWheel: ophan- meaning to revolve.
Lifted-Up: nasa- to lift, accept, advanceSpirit: ruach- by extension a region of the sky; - wind.
Over Against: close by, side by side with, alongside of, parallel with; agreeing with, corresponding to,
exactly as, close beside.
What Ezekiel is describing to us are the star leaders of time, superimposed onto the YEAR- the WHEEL
of the Mazzaroth stars, that bring the knowledge of the division of days, revolving- lifted up above
the earth in a region of the sky.
Eze 1:21 When those went, these went; and when those stood, these stood; and when those were
lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up over against them: for the ruach of the Living
Creature was in the Wheel.
Eze 1:17 When they went, they went upon their four sides: and they turned not when they went.
Eze 1:22 And the likeness of above the heads of the living creatures/the zoon was as a firmament, as
the vision of ice being stretched out over their wings on top. (The Milky Way)
Eze 1:25 And there was a voice from the top of the arch (the firmament) which was over their heads:
when they came to rest, they let down their wings.
Eze 1:26 And above the firmament (visible arch of the sky) that was over their heads was the
likeness of a throne (covered, as canopied), as the appearance of a sapphire stone: and upon the
likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man above (at the zenith) upon it.
We have these wheels that are full of eyes- full of knowledge- that are the color of the stars, and they
move in concert with the four living creatures. The Zoa are the four foundational Star Leaders with their
star eyes connecting them within the wheel of the zodiac circle – the mazzaroth stars that encompasses
the earth.
Enoch adds to the description of the place where our Eloah and HIS son reside.
Enoch 14:11-19 Its ceiling was like the path of the stars and the lightnings, and between them were
fiery cherubim, and their heaven was [clear as] water. A flaming fire surrounded the walls, and its
portals blazed with fire.
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And I entered into that house (the outer wheel), and it was hot as fire and cold as ice: there were no
delights of life therein: (remember it is the ‘corruptible’ portion of time) fear covered me, and
trembling got hold upon me. And as I quaked and trembled, I fell upon my face.
And I beheld a vision, and lo! there was a second house, greater than the former, (the inner
incorruptible wheel of the 360 days) and the entire portal stood open before me, and it was built
of flames of fire- (the stars).
And in every respect, it so excelled in splendor and magnificence and extent that I cannot describe to
you its splendor and its extent. And its floor was of fire, and above it were lightnings and the path of
the stars, and its ceiling also was flaming fire.
And I looked and saw therein a lofty throne: its appearance was as crystal, and the wheels thereof as
the shining sun, and there was the vision of cherubim.
Job 9:7-9 It is Eloah who …SETS- WHO AFFIXES HIS SEAL UPON-OVER
THE STARS- who shuts up the stars under his seal; who alone stretches out the
heavens. Who brings forth URSA, ORION, THE PLEIADES, and the chambers (the
innermost rooms) of the SOUTH (of the right hand)
Just what is the meaning of “His seal being placed upon the stars”? A Seal is a MARK OF DELEGATED
AUTHORITY and gives the owner’s name and his position; it indicates its authenticity and PREVENTS
TAMPERING. A seal also serves to protect the contents and identify the responsible individual. The King
places his seal upon an edict to make it legal and valid. ELOAH placed his Calendar of Appointed Times
in the stars then placed upon them HIS SEAL. The importance attached to seals in antiquity was so
essential that without one, NO DOCUMENT WAS REGARDED AS AUTHENTIC.

PORTAL GATES
Enoch 72:2-6 … And this is the first law of the
luminaries: the luminary the Sun has its rising in the
eastern portals of the heaven, and its setting in the
western portals of the heaven.
And I saw six portals in which the sun rises, and six
portals in which the sun sets and the moon rises and
sets in these portals, and the leaders of the stars and
those whom they lead: six in the east and six in the
west, and all following each other in accurately
corresponding order: also, many windows to the right
and left of these portals.
First there goes forth the great luminary, named the Sun, and his circumference is like the
circumference of the heaven, and he is quite filled with illuminating and heating fire. The chariot on
which he ascends, the wind drives, and the sun goes down from the heaven and returns through the
north in order to reach the east, and is so guided that he comes to the appropriate portal and shines in
the face of the heaven.
Enoch 77:1-3 And the First Quarter is called the EAST, because it is the first: and the second, the
SOUTH, because the Most-High will descend there, yea, there in quite a special sense will He who is
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blessed forever descend. And the WEST quarter is named the diminished, because there all the
luminaries of the heaven wane and go down. And the fourth quarter, named the NORTH, is
divided into three parts: the first of them is for the dwelling of men: and the second contains seas of
water, and the abysses and forests and rivers, and darkness and clouds; and the third part contains the
Garden of Righteousness.
Right here Enoch tells us where to find the door; the “Great Gate” that leads us into JAHUAH’S inner
sanctum – the inner wheel where all the SET APPOINTED TIMES reside!
The last night of fourth quarter is also the last night of winter- the 364th day of the solar calendar. On this
night the sun enters into the Great Gate in order to rise due east on the 365th solar day (not to be confused
with the 365th consecutive day from day 1 of creation); which becomes day one of the Priestly count.
This is how the 3rd part of the 4th quarter contains the Garden of Righteousness! It is the DALET way in!
Remember: Eden is spelled: ayin dalet noon
 עayin – To see, know, experience, understand, to be seen.
 דdalet – door, pathway, to enter; a path or a way of life;
 ןnoon – action, lifeix Now we have a fuller understanding of this Eden which is the knowledge to the

doorway of life!
According to Enoch, east distinguishes the season of spring
because- DIRECTLY DUE EAST –in the middle of heaven- is
where the sun rises on the day where winter turns into spring. That is
the day that marks the BEGINNING of the TIME KEEPING
DUTIES of the Heavenly Lights according to Genesis 1. Originally
happening on day four of the Creation week, it has been
commemorated and marked every year since with the sun’s
alignment to the center of the earth’s equator at the vernal equinox.
That is the day that the shadows fall measurably into a straight line.
Remember that all other days of the year, besides the equinoxes, the
shadows have an arc which rise and fall with the solstices.
We find another cyclic pattern of the First Four leaders that mark the
directions and distinguish the seasons in none other than
JAHUAH’S own House- the heart of the earthly timepiece.
1 Chron 9:23 And these their sons were over the Gates of the House of JAHUAH, and the House of
the Tent (Jah’s true sukkah) to keep WATCH.
The word ‘Watch’ comes from the root word shamar meaning; properly to hedge about (as with
thorns), guard; to protect, attend to: keep, mark, look narrowly, preserve, save, watchman.
1 Chron 9:24 In four quarter (H7307 ruach- by extension a region of the sky) were the porters
(gatekeepers), toward the east, west, north and south.
1 Chron 9:25 And their brethren/chiefs, in their villages (this word is ‘epi’ a word we know to mean
superimposed), came every seven days in their set times with them.
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1 Chron 9:26 For these Levites, the FOUR CHIEF PORTERS, were in their set office, and were
over the Chambers and Treasuries of the house of JAHUAH.
Enoch was shown these chambers and treasuries in the heavenly realm- where the Creator placed HIS
timepiece. Eloah then replicated it on earth with HIS priestly order.
Mat 6:10 Your kingdom come; Your will be done, as it is in Heaven, also on the earth.
Enoch 41:5 I saw the Chambers of the sun and moon, whence they proceed and whither they come
again, and their glorious return, and how one is superior to the other, and their stately orbit, and how
they do not leave their orbit, and they add nothing to their orbit and they take nothing from it, and
they keep faith with each other, in accordance with the oath by which they are bound together.
Enoch 17:1-4 And they took and brought me to a place in which those who were there were like
flaming fire, and, when they wished, they appeared as men. And they brought me to the place of
darkness, and to a mountain the point of whose summit reached to heaven. And I saw the places of
the luminaries and the Treasuries of the Stars and of the Thunder and in the uttermost depths,
where were a fiery bow and arrows and their quiver, and a fiery sword and all the lightnings.
Enoch 18:1-2 I saw the Treasuries of all the Winds: I saw how He had furnished with them the
whole creation and the firm foundations (H134 ‘אדןeden; from H113  'אדוןâdôn - sovereign, that is,
controller (human or divine): - lord, master, owner) of the earth.
1 Chron 9:27 And they lodged ROUND ABOUT (H4539 circuit; compass) the house of Eloah,
because the charge was upon them, and the opening thereof every morning pertained to them.
They “lodged round about” is a way of saying they “held fast to their circuits” around the house of Eloaharound the 360-day Garden of Set Time. JAHUAH has HIS dwelling among the stars of heaven and on
earth with man.
A wheel revolving around a wheel…
Eze 1:17 When they went, they went upon their four sides: and they turned not when they went.
Eze 1:18 As for their rings, they were so high that they were dreadful; and their rings were full of
eyes round about them FOUR.

The CAMP
The CREATOR’S Division of Set Times is SO CENTRAL to ALL HE IS and ALL HE REQUIRES,
that JAHUAH instructed Moses set up the whole Hebrew camp to replicate it. And why wouldn’t HE
make assignment of HIS chosen people in such an order- IN SUCH A DIVISION- as to represent this
very timepiece of meeting with HIM! A division of four camps, in which each contained three tribes, just
as we see the year divided by the four seasons with three months allotted to each season. A livingbreathing timepiece.
Num 1:53 But the Levites shall pitch around the tabernacle of testimony …
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Num 2:2 Each by his standard, with ensigns of the house of their fathers, do the sons of Israel
encamp; over-against round about (H5439 a circle; around, circuit, compass) the Tent of Meeting they
encamp
Num 2:3 Now those that pitch on the
EAST side toward the sun rising shall be
they of the standard of the camp of Judah,
according to their hosts;
East is first- it is spring- east is the head of
the year.
Numbers 2:10 On the SOUTH side shall
be the standard of the camp of Reuben
according to their hosts;
South is where JAHUAH and HIS Son will
descend- it is Summer.
Num 2:18 On the west side shall be the
standard of the camp of Ephraim according
to their hosts;
West is where all the luminaries of the heaven wane and go down- it is Autumn.
Numbers 2:25 On the north side shall be the standard of the camp of Dan according to their hosts;
And the fourth quarter, named the NORTH, is divided into three parts: the first of them is for the dwelling
of men: and the second contains seas of water, and the abysses and forests and rivers, and darkness and
clouds; and the third part contains the Garden of Righteousness.
With the Tent of Meeting or rather the Tent of Restoration at the hub we see the Hebrew camp set up as a
Wheel in a Wheel- around the Meeting Place of the CREATOR! The CREATOR revealed His calendar to
Ezekiel just as He had done with Enoch, Zechariah and Moses.
Moses was taught by the Angel of JAH who was none other than Enoch!
As the story goes… when Enoch ascended to heaven, he was given the name Metatron and became the
CREATOR’S great scribe and record keeper. It is also believed that Enoch/Metatron is the keeper of the
Book of Life.
Metatron is traditionally considered to be the spiritual brother of archangel Sandalphon who is said to be
none other than the prophet Elijah, whom like Enoch ascended to heaven without seeing death.
In The Sepher Yetzirah, the “Book of Formation,” x it is written that the reputed guide of Moses was
Enoch/Metatron.
Also, in the book THE REVELATION OF MOSES -Heaven, Hell, and Paradisexi we see Enoch, who
now has the name Metatron, being sent by the CREATOR to give guidance to Moses.
1:1 [As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons (This applies to
Moshe, upon whom be peace.)]
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1:2 In that hour when the CREATOR said unto him: “Go and bring out the children of Israel from
Egypt, for I have heard their groaning, and I remembered the covenant, and the oath I swore to
Abraham my servant.”
Moshe said: “O Creator of the Universe, who am I that I should go unto Pharaoh, and that I should
bring forth the children of Israel out of Egypt?”
The CREATOR said: “Thou hast humbled thyself in saying ‘Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh?’
but I will honour thee [as it is said: ‘He that is of lowly spirit shall obtain honour’, and I will give the
whole of Egypt into thy hands, and I will bring thee up even near to my throne of glory; and I will
shew thee the angels of the Heaven.”
Thereupon the CREATOR commanded Metatron, the angel of his presence, and said unto him: “Go
and bring Moses with harps, and pipes, and drums, and dances, with joy, and songs, and praises.”
1:3 And Metatron answered and said: “O Creator of the Universe, Moses is not able to come up and
see the angels, for there are angels who are of fire and he is only of flesh and blood.”
1:4 ELOAH said: “Go and change his flesh into fire.” And Metatron went to Moses.
1:5 When Moses beheld Metatron he trembled with fear, and said to him: “Who art thou?”
1:6 And he answered: “I am Enoch the son of Jared, thy father’s father. The Almighty hath sent me to
bring thee up to his throne of glory.”
The Creator’s system for the division of days as shown in the Books of Enoch keeps the determination of
the core 360 days intact. There is no other book found to date that gives such detail of the CREATOR’S
Divine Calendar than that of Enoch. This is why it was hidden until this very time, the time for it to be
reinstated, this End-Time Generation just as Enoch himself had prophesied.
The CREATOR’S calendar is the binding Mark of HIS people who Shabbat with HIM at the Gate of HIS
set times- waiting for the return of HIS SON so that we may enter into the GARDEN proper. The
ordinance of the CREATOR’S calendar is in effect for ALL generations thus the Priestly calendar is still
in force today.

A Woman Clothed with the Sun
The woman in Revelation 12 summarizes the trek out of Egypt,
through the wilderness, and into the Land of the Living Wordthe Land of Dabar- The Garden of Set Times. Ha’ Mashiach’s
Bride has completed her journey.
Rev. 12:1 And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a
woman (G1135 specifically a wife) clothed with the sun, and the
moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve
stars:
This woman is clothed with the sun - the solar year, symbolizing
the true LIGHT. Being clothed with light also denotes wisdom and
understanding. The following scriptures explain fully the meaning
of this garment of the “Light of the Sun.”
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Psa 89:36 His seed shall endure forever, and his throne as the sun before me.
Pro 6:23 For the commandment is a lamp; and the Torah is light; and reproofs of instruction are the
way of life:
Rom 13:12 The night is far spent, the day is at hand; let us therefore cast off the works of darkness,
and let us put on the Armour of Light.
Psa 27:1 JAHUAH is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? JAHUAH is the strength of my
life; of whom shall I be afraid?
Psa 119:105 NUN: Thy word (DABAR) is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.
The woman of Revelation is clothed with the Sun /the Torah/Jahshua the Messiah; therefore, she is
righteous and is in the Kingdom of the Father- the land of Dabar- the Covered Over Garden.
Mat 13:43 Then shall the righteous shine forth as the SUN in the kingdom of their Father.
John 8:12 Then spake Jahshua again unto them, saying: I am the Light of the World. He that
follows me will not walk in darkness (the Moon is king over darkness), but shall have the Light of
Life (the Sun or Righteousness – ruler over the Day).
John 12:35 Then Jahshua said to them; Yet a little while the Light is with you. Walk while you have
the Light, lest darkness come upon you. For he who walks in darkness does not know where he
goes.
Since darkness is ruled by the Moon, symbolic of Satan – the counterfeit light – those following him in
the lunar year are confused and know not that they are being led into outer darkness. “There will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth.”xii
John 12:36 While you have the Light, believe in the Light so that you may become children of
light…
We are to become Children of the Light of Righteousness, clothed with the SUN
Dan 13:3 Those who are wise will shine like the brightness of the sky…
Ecc 7:11 Wisdom is good with an inheritance; yea, a gain to those who see the sun.
Ecc 7:12 For wisdom is in a shadow; and silver is in a shadow; but the excellency of knowledge is
that wisdom gives life to those who have it.
Ecc 7:13 Look at the work of Eloah; for who can make that straight which He has bent?
JAHUAH gives us the ‘Sun Sign’ of the straight-line shadows to mark the beginning of the year- when
the sun is rising due east.
Col 1:12 Give thanks to the Father, who has qualified you to share in the inheritance of the saints in
the Kingdom of LIGHT.
1 Thess 5:5 You are all SONS of LIGHT and sons of day; we are not of night, nor of darkness.
We are to be in the body of ha’ Mashiach- the Sun of Righteousness restored from the wilderness
where the Prince of Darkness -symbolic of the moon- rules.
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1 Peter 2:9 But you are an elect race a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for possession, so that
you may openly speak of the virtues of the One who has called you out of darkness into His
marvelous light;
1 John 1:5 This then is the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you, that
JAHUAH is light, and in HIM is no darkness at all.
1 John 1:7 But if we walk in the LIGHT, as HE is in the LIGHT, we have fellowship one with
another, and the blood of Messiah Jahshua, HIS Son, cleanses us from all sin.
The overcomers are cleansed when they enter the Covered Over Garden and are clothed with the LIGHT,
which is Jahshua. The moon is under the woman’s feet, is symbolic of her journey through wilderness
of the Lunar Year and has overcome Satan and his government. The moon denotes Satan – the false
counterfeit light. He is not the true light.
Upon the woman’s head is a crown of the 12 stars – denoting not only the 12 tribes of Israel (remember
Joseph’s dream Gen 37:9) but the Mazzaroth the star signs - 12 Houses of the Sun, which the sun travels
during the solar year. This is a clarification of when Jahshua said: “in my father’s home are many houses
or mansions.” The stars denote HIS home, the Garden of Appointed Times.
Will you follow the path laid out before us by Zechariah, Ezekiel, Enoch, Moses and others and be a part
of the RESTORATION of the appointed times for meeting with JAHUAH? Will you heed the warnings
of Jeremiah and Isaiah?
Jer 18:15 My people have forgotten me and burn incense to vanity – pride – conceit - selfimportance, which causes them to stumble as they walk the paths of olam (secret, concealed time);
they leave the highway to walk on SIDE-ROADS OF THEIR OWN MAKING.
Isa 35:8 A highway will be there - a road called “The Sanctuary Road.” The unclean nor the sinner
will travel over it; those who go on it will not be turned out of the way by fools.
Isa 35:10 And the ransomed of JAHUAH shall return and enter Zion, with singing and everlasting
joy on their head; gladness and joy shall reach them; and sorrow and sighing shall flee.

One Last Stop- Har’Meggido
In closing I would like to share one other interesting destination- Har’MeggidoRev 16:12 And the sixth angel poured out his bowl onto the great river Euphrates, and its water was
dried up so that the way of the kings from the rising of the sun might be prepared.
Rev 16:13 And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon (Heylel),
and out of the mouth of the beast (the worldly government of Heylel), and out of the mouth of the
false prophet- (Heylel’s world religion– worshiping of the seven planets and false gods).
Frogs are creatures of the night, creatures of Heylel the Prince of Darkness. According to Dictionary
Symbolism, by Hans Biedermannxiii:
“The early Church fathers referred to ‘frogs living in mud’ and their loud croaking, and they saw them
as SYMBOLS OF THE DEVIL or of heretics PROMOTING FALSE DOCTRINE.”
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Biedermann goes on to state the frog croaks most of the day for
the sheer joy of croaking and living in its mud-hole. In other
words, these creatures of darkness go on and on and on,
proclaiming and promoting the false doctrine of Babel. They
thoroughly enjoy the mud-hole in which they live, and have no
intention of hearing JAHUAH’S true commands (mitzvot).
Putting JAHUAH’S mitzvot commands into practice would
entail giving up groups and denominations, families and friends,
and maybe even jobs. It even means being VERY MUCH
ALONE – taking up Jahshua’s cross daily and following him.
Continuing with Revelation 16:
Rev 16:14 These were demonic spirits who performed signs. They went out to the kings of the whole
world (Presidents, World Leaders, and Heads of State) to assemble them for the battle of the Great
Day of JAHUAH, the Almighty.
Rev 16:15 Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is the one who has kept watch, and has kept his
clothes on, so that he does not go naked and ashamed for all to see.
Keeps his spiritual covering – Adam lost his in the Garden after his encounter with Heylel.
Rev 16:16 These spirits gathered the kings to a place called Harmagedon.
These ‘croaking, froggish’ spirits of the Dragon, the Beast, and the False Prophet gathered the kings to
this place called Harmagedon. What is the purpose of this gathering to Harmagedon? What is the meaning
of this name?
The name Har-Mageddon signifies the Mountain of Megiddo. ‘Har’ is the Hebrew word for “mount” a
shortened form of ‘harar’ which means ‘mountain’. Megiddo is defined in Strong’s Concordance #4023 as: rendezvous; from #1413 – gadad – To assemble by troops; gather selves together in troops; cut
selves.14 ‘PLACE OF TROOPS’
Bible scholars continue to argue over the interpretation of this “place called Harmagedon.” Most current
scholars have come to one of two conclusions as detailed in “The Anchor Bible Dictionary”:xiv
“One of the most popular emendations of magedon was proposed by Hommel (1890). He suggested that
the Greek gamma in magedon is a transliteration, NOT of the Hebrew gimel but of the Hebrew ‘ayin
[Note: remember that ayin is the ‘eye’ of knowledge]. Thus har-magedon would be a corruption of the
Hebrew har-moed or “mountain of assembly.”
Torrey (1938:244-48) argues that Armagedon is a reference to Isa 14:13 where the “mountain of
assembly” is the HEAVENLY COURT in which God’s throne is located. In Isaiah 14 the King of
Babylon is called the “Day Star,” a term applied to Christ in Revelation…current scholarship
generally settles on a link with Megiddo or har-moed as the best explanation of harmagedon….Since
the city (of Megiddo) was located at the foot of the Carmel range, “mountain of Megiddo” could easily
be a reference to Mount Carmel…It was on Mount Carmel that fire was called down from heaven to
prove that [JAH] was the true God…It was there that the FALSE PROPHETS were defeated.”
Some Biblical historians state that Baal Shamem (meaning “Baal of desolation”), known also as “Baal
of the lofty abode,” or “Baal of the heavens”) was the god spoken of in 1 Kings 18. Jezebel had erected
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an image of Baal Shamem on Mount Carmel and the prophet Elijah came to confront this false worship
of Baal. Daniel’s “Abomination of Desolation” was also none other than Baal-Shamem.
Another interesting event that took place at Megiddo was the overthrow of the Canaanite kings by Israel
under the command of Barak and Deborah.xv The Canaanite kings gathered at Megiddo to battle against
Israel and the very stars in heaven helped Deborah –
Judges 5:20 The stars fought from the heavens; from their courses they fought with Sisera (Egypt.
Ses-Ra, “servant of Ra” the false ‘sun’ god).
There you have it. Most Bible scholars now believe that this mountain is a gathering of kings to the
Mountain of Feasts – the Mountain of Appointed Times.
This is the same Mountain of Appointed Times on which Heylel declares that he will sit hidden on the
north.xvi The gathering of the kings to battle against JAHUAH takes place at the Mountain of Appointed
Times!
Will this battle be fought over the Calendars which set the Sabbaths of Heylel’s One World Religion based on traditions of men vs. the Appointed Feasts and Sabbaths of JAHUAH? Forever attempting to
shroud the way back to the Garden? Thus, Heylel’s final attempt at stopping the return of the Messiah?
Isa 66:1 So says JAHUAH, Heaven is My throne, and earth My footstool. Where, then, is the house
that you build for Me? And where is the place of My rest?
Isa 66:2 For all those My hand has made, and all those exist, says JAHUAH. But to this one I will
look, to the afflicted and contrite spirit, and the one who trembles at My Word.
Isa 66:3 He who kills an ox is as if he killed a man; he who sacrifices a lamb is as if he broke a dog’s
neck; he who offers an offering is as if he offered swine’s blood; he who burns incense is as if he
blessed an idol. Yea, they have chosen their own ways, and their soul delights in their
ABOMINATIONS.
Isa 66:4 I also will choose the things that delude them, and I will bring their fears on them,
BECAUSE I CALLED, NO ONE ANSWERED (it was desolate- no one was there); WHEN I
SPOKE, THEY DID NOT HEAR. But they did evil before My eyes and chose that in which I did
not delight. (All things that lead us away from the Garden towards the False Shabbats and Feasts)
Isa 66:5 Hear the Word of JAHUAH, you who tremble at His Word; your brothers who hated you,
who cast you out for My name’s sake, said, Let JAHUAH be glorified. But He will appear to your
joy, and they will be ashamed.
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Closing Scripture
Heb 3:18 – 4:11 And to whom did He swear that they would never enter His Rest (Sabbath)? To
whom but those who disobeyed? Thus, we see it was owing to unbelief that they could not enter. Now,
JAHUAH has left us the promise that we may go in and rest (Sabbath) with him. Let us be on guard
then, so that none of you will be found to have failed TO GO IN TO THAT (Sabbath) REST.
For we have had the good news as well as they; only, the message they heard was of no use to them,
because they only heard and did not believe (or obey) as well. Now we who have believed (& obeyed)
enter that (Sabbath) rest.
It is just as He said: “I was angry and made a solemn promise: ‘They shall NEVER enter My
(Sabbath) rest,’” although His works were finished, by the foundation of the world. For He has
somewhere spoken of the SEVENTH DAY in this way, ‘And Elohim rested on the SEVENTH DAY
from all His works. And once again in the passage above we read: ‘They shall never enter my
(Sabbath) rest.
’Since then, it is reserved for some to enter it, and since those who formerly got the good news failed
to enter, owing to their disobedience, He again fixes a day; To-day-as He says through ‘David’ after
many long years and as has been already quoted – ‘Today, when you hear His voice, harden not
your hearts.
’Thus, if Joshua had given them (Sabbath) Rest, JAHUAH would not speak later about another day.
There is a Sabbath-Rest, then, reserved still for the People of JAHUAH [for once a man enters His
rest (Sabbath), he rests from work just as JAHUAH did]. Let us be eager then to enter that (Sabbath)
Rest, lest anyone fall into the same sort of disobedience.
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Notes
i

63 BCE- Dio Cassius, a Roman historian, explained the strategy employed by Pompey in taking Jerusalem in 63 BCE:

"If they [i.e., the Jews] had continued defending it [i.e., the Temple] on all days alike, he could not have got possession of it. As it
was, they made an exception of what are called the days of Saturn, and by doing no work at all on those days afforded the
Romans an opportunity in this interval to batter down the wall. The latter, on learning of this superstitious awe of theirs, made no
serious attempts the rest of the time, but on those days, when they came around in succession, assaulted most vigorously. Thus
the defenders were captured on the day of Saturn without making any defense, and all the wealth was plundered. The kingdom
was given to Hyrcanus, and Aristobulus was carried away." Dio Cassius, Roman History, book 37, Chapter 16, in Loeb Classical
Library, Dio’s Roman History, Volume 3, pp.125, 127
First century Jewish historian Joseph ben Mattiyahu reported on this same event as follows:
“Nor had the Romans succeeded in their endeavors, had not Pompey taken notice of the seventh days, on which the Jews abstain
from all sorts of work on a religious account." Joseph ben Mattiyahu, Wars of the Jews, Book 1, Chapter 7, Section 3, in The
Works of Flavius Josephus, p.618
What Josephus called "seventh days," Cassius said were "days of Saturn" (i.e., seventh day = saturday)
ii

The Life of Adam and Eve [Vita] Chp.1 vs.1
Strong’s number H5927
iv page 1640
v Volume 2, page 108
vi Old Testament Light by George M. Lamsa – page 13
vii Hebrew Word Pictures by Frank T. Seekings
viii From the Apostolic Bible Polyglot
ix Hebrew Word Pictures by Frank T. Seekings
x The book traditionally ascribed to the patriarch Abraham, is treated as a treatise on mathematical and linguistic theory
xi Gedulath Mosheh, Amsterdam, 1854, v. Jellinek, Beth-hammidrash, II. pp. x., xiv. ff., and xix-xx.
xii Matthew 8:12 But the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness: there shall be weeping and gnashing of
teeth.
Matthew 22:13 Then said the king to the servants, Bind him hand and foot, and take him away, and cast him into outer
darkness; there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Matthew 25:30 And cast ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness: there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
xiii Biedermann, H. (1994), in J. Hulbert, (trans.), Dictionary of Symbolism, New York: Meridian.
xiv “Megiddo comes from gadad, ‘cut off’ – i.e., slaughter. Cf. Joel iii.2, 12, 14, where “the valley of Jehoshaphat” (i.e.,
‘judgment of God’) is mentioned as the scene of God’s vengeance on the God-opposing foe. Probably some great plain,
antitypical to the valleys of MEGIDDO and Jehoshaphat, will be the scene.” Jamieson Fausset Brown Bible Commentary – Vol.
3, pg.708.
xv “Armageddon – Har, a mountain, and Megiddo, in Manasseh of Galilee, the scene of overthrow of the Canaanite kings by
God’s miraculous interposition under Deborah and Barak…” Jamieson Fausset Brown Bible Commentary – Vol. 3, pg. 708.
xvi Isaiah 14:13
iii
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